Feedsack Fancy
Quilt size: 38"x50"

This kit contains 47 different 5" authentic vintage feedsack
squares and 1-1/2 yards of yellow solid fabric; enough for
the top of the quilt and the binding. The feedsack squares
have been pre-washed. While every care has been taken
in the cutting, because they are vintage, there may be the
occasional spot or tiny hole from the sack stitching. This is
just a sign of authenticity—go ahead and use those pieces
in your feedsack quilt!
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Directions for Blocks
Step 1 Cut each feedsack square in half; into 2—2-1/2" x 5" rectangles. See A.
Step 2 Choose two different rectangles to sew together on the long edges to make a
strip set that equals 4-1/2" x 5". Press. Cut into 2—2-1/2" x 4-1/2" rectangles. See B
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Step 3 Sew the two pieces together to form a four-patch. Repeat to make a total of 35
four-patches. See C
Step 4 Cut the remaining rectangles into 2-1/2" squares for corner stones.
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Directions for Sashing and Borders
Step 1 From yellow solid cut 10—2-1/2" strips. Cut into 82—2-1/2" x 4-1/2" rectangles for sashing.
Step 2 Sew together 7 rows with 5 four-patches and 6 yellow sashes. Press toward the sashes.
Step 3 Sew together 8 rows of 5 sashings and 6 feedsack corner stones. Press toward the sashing.
Step 4 Sew the block rows and sashing rows together, pressing the seams toward the sashing rows.
Step 5 Cut 4—3-1/2" wide border strips. Measure, cut, then sew the borders to the quilts, piecing
borders as needed. Press toward the borders.

Finishing the quilt
Mark any quilting designs, layer, then quilt. The quilt shown was hand-quilted 1/4" inside each of the
feedsack squares. A square on point was drawn around each four-patch, resulting in an interesting
sashing design that was easy to quilt. A simple cable design was quilted in the border. Hand-baste a
scant 1/4" from the edge to keep the layers from shifting.
Cut 5—2-1/4" strips for double binding. Join with diagonal seams pressed open. Sew to the quilt with a
1/4" seam, mitering the corners. Trim excess batting and backing; turn the binding to the back side and
stitch down by hand.

